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Abstract: The advancement in technology helps in the business and organizations by saving time and aiding with 

minimal hardware equipment with the fast response. Similarly advancement in the CORDIC technology has helped a lot 

in decreasing the hardware utilisation and increase in the throughput. CORDIC (Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer), 

Jack E. Volder’s innovation led to its efficient application in the field of communication, digital signal processing and 

robotics and as well as in image processing. CORDIC architecture beauty lies in the use of simple shift and adds 

operations for complex computations such as trigonometric operations, exponential, logarithmic, square root, division 

and evaluation of eigenvalues. Subsequently, the growth of the CORDIC architecture has led to its expansion towards 

diverse application from simple to complex scientific applications. In this paper work, we discussed the upgradation of 

the CORDIC architecture and its features along with the utilisation in various areas.   
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Introduction 

Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer is abbreviated as CORDIC. The postulations about the concept of 

CORDIC computations are based on the simple and efficient theory of two-dimensional configurations. Jack 

E. Volder led to the pioneering of the CORDIC framework in history in 1959 [1]. His discovery provided an 

iterative approach for the implementation of various trigonometric functions, logarithmic functions, 

multiplications and many other tasks. CORDIC has become the useful architecture and has made a 

significant progress in the designing of algorithms and hardware structures that provide high throughput and 

less hardware complexity. Implementation of square root and exponential functions can also realized through 

slight modification in the algorithm suggested by Volder [1] and these CORDIC alterations were given by 

Walther in 1971[2]. Cochran [3] marked the usage of CORDIC architecture in scientific calculator and 

revealed that CORDIC is the better choice. 

The rest of the paper is divided into different sections as follows. The Section II consists of the basic 

CORDIC architecture and its operation, representing the key features and functions related to coordinate 

transformation based on rotation mode and vectoring mode. In Section III, we consider the important 

evolutions of CORDIC algorithms and hardware structures, covering the higher-radix CORDIC, angle 

recoding methods, hybrid and pipeline implementation. Section IV includes the important applications of 

CORDIC framework in the field of signal processing, communications, robotics and graphics. The 

upcoming future and conclusion are included in Section V. 

 

The CORDIC Algorithm 

The two dimensional mathematical vector    ,    - can be turned through an angle   to obtain the 

rotated vector    ,    -. This can be implemented by the method of matrix multiplication       , 
where R is the rotation matrix. 

  [
         
        

] ------------------------------------------------------(1) 

By calculating out the cosine term in (1), the resultant matrix can be modified as 

  [(       ) 
 

 ] [
      

     
] -----------------------------------------(2) 

and can be defined as a product of a scaling factor   ,(       ) 
 

 - with pseudo rotation matrix    
given by  

   [
      

     
]-----------------------------------------------------(3) 

When the vector    is rotated by an angle   and the pseudo rotation operation changes its magnitude by a 

factor         , to produce a pseudo-rotated vector         . 
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To accomplish the task of minimum hardware requirement for the rotation, the core conclusions used in 

CORDIC arithmetic are to  

1) break down the rotations into series of basic rotations according to the given angles that can be 

designed using less number of hardware components. 

2) remove scaling which involves mathematical operations such as division and square root.  

The second method is useful because the factor does not provide information about the rotation angle and it 

only gives information about the magnitude. 

 
 Figure 1. Vector rotation  

 

Decomposition of rotation angle- The CORDIC algorithm rotates the given angle in the sequence of small 

rotations. It iteratively breaks down the rotation angle into a set of small already defined angles    
      (  ) such that         

  can be implemented by only shifting through i bit locations in hardware. 

CORDIC does not perform rotations directly instead it uses series of micro-rotations through the angle   , 
where  

  ∑     
   
     and   =±i  ----------------------------------------------(4)  

This satisfies the convergence theorem of CORDIC algorithm [3]:    ∑   
   
                

              But, this theorem can only be used for                  range. Since ∑    
 
   

         Therefore, the angles in the first and fourth quadrants fall in the range of this angular 

decomposition (4). 

One can use the non-restoring decomposition [6]- 

                     ----------------------------------------- (5) 

                                    
The rotation matrix according to the selected angle    for ith iteration is given by 

 ( )    [
     

  

   
   

]------------------------------------------------(6) 

 

where     √(   
   ⁄  scaling factor and pseudo-rotation matrix is  

 

  ( )  [
     

  

   
   

]--------------------------------------------------.---(7)  

Avoidance of scaling factor- When the scaling factor K is removed from the micro-rotations, it produces 

the rotated vector as           instead of the actual angular vector          where scaling factor is 

given by 

  ∏   
 
    ∏  √(      ⁄ 

   )--------------------------------------(8) 

 

The scale factor d is not affected by the direction in which the micro-rotations take place and monotonously 

decreases, thus converging d to value            Thus the value of the resultant output can be scaled by 

multiplier factor d instead of scaling at each micro-rotation.  

The basic CORDIC iterations are given as 

           
     

           
     

            ------------------------------------------------------(9) 
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The CORDIC computations are performed in two modes- 

 rotation mode (RM)  

 vectoring mode (VM) 

These depend on the direction of micro-rotation. In the rotation mode, the given coordinate vector    is 

rotated by an angle   to obtain a new coordinate vector     . The direction of each micro-rotation    in this 

mode is decided by     and its sign: if sign of    is positive, then      otherwise      . The vectoring 

mode is used when the original vector    is rotated towards x axis until the y coordinate reaches to zero 

value. In this mode, the sign of    coordinate decides the direction in which the rotation should take place. If 

   is positive then then        otherwise     . Figure 2 shows the hardware structure of CORDIC 

architecture for single iteration.  

 

 

 
Figure 2. CORDIC structure for single iteration 

 

 

Table I 

Generalized CORDIC Algorithm 

m Rotation mode Vectoring mode 

0     (               )     √ 
 
   

 
 
 

    (               )      

              
    

  ⁄  

1             

                

           
  
  ⁄  

-1      (                 )      √ 
 
   

 
 
 

     (                 )      

               
    

  ⁄  

 

 

Generalized form of the CORDIC architecture 

Walther declared that CORDIC computations can be altered to evaluate hyperbolic functions [2] and 

rephrase the CORDIC equations in to a simplified and compact form. This technique is able to achieve the 

mathematical functions in circular, hyperbolic and linear coordinate systems. The generalized form of 

equations includes the variable m, which gives different values for various coordinate systems. The 

generalized CORDIC algorithm is gives as: 

            
     

           
     

            -----------------------------------------------------(10) 

where  

   {
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The value of m can be allotted as 1, 0 and -1 for circular, linear and hyperbolic systems. 

 

ADVANCED CORDIC ALGORITHMS AND ARCHITECTURES 

 

The computation in CORDIC algorithm is serially formulated because of two main constrictions: 1) the 

micro-rotation can be executed on the intermediate vector only after execution on the previous vector for any 

iteration 2) the starting of the (   )   iteration can take place only after the execution of     iteration, 

because the value of      for (   )   iteration can be decided after the     iteration. In order to refine the 

second constriction several undertakings have been considered to enhance the values of    in accordance to 

the small micro-rotation angles [4], [5]. Though the iterations in CORDIC cannot be operated in parallel 

mode due to the first constriction. Several attempts are tried to acquire partial parallelization [6] by 

conglomerating pair of conventional iterations into single unique composite iteration in CORDIC that gives 

enhanced area and less delay. But this merging affects the accuracy of the system such that the number of 

iterations cannot be extended and the error invoked becomes intolerable. The first constriction can be solved 

by direct expansion of micro-rotations in parallel framework of CORDIC iterations, but it will lead to 

increase in complex computations. It causes degradation of the simplicity of CORDIC algorithm [7], [8]. 

Thus the parallel realization of CORDIC is not accomplished fully and the various pipelined CORDIC 

structures have been proposed in order to enhance the computational speed [9].  

The CORDIC algorithm has direct rate of convergence that is to get the n bit precision at the output, it 

requires (n+1) iterations. However total latency depends on the product of iteration period and word length. 

The operations of CORDIC have restricted speed due to the iterations count required or the clock period. In 

each micro-rotation the clock duration relies on the large propagation time for adding/subtracting. In order to 

reduce the large delay during iterations, fast adders are used with the trade-off in large silicon area. Latency 

and the large propagation delay can be minimized by using carry save architecture [10]. 

To resolve the constrictions related to latency, different methodologies have been adopted and described in 

the proposed paper works. Different types of CORDIC algorithms are categorized as, radix-4 CORDIC, the 

recoding of angle in CORDIC, redundant CORDIC and hybrid rotation methods which are considered in the 

following later sections. 

 

Radix-4 based CORDIC algorithm 

This algorithm is given as 

           
     

           
     

            ---------------------------------------------------(11) 

where  

   *           + 
       

      

Scaling factor is     √(    
     )⁄  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------(12) 

CORDIC algorithm radix-4 requires   ⁄  number of iterations to get the n-bit precision at the output. It 

requires half of the micro-rotations required by the radix-2 CORDIC but the complexity of the computation 

time and components requires increases as the value of    has to be selected from the five values. The scale 

factor depends on    which changes the value of K according to the five values. Some of the proposed 

methods are implemented for the adjustment of value of K using simple shift and operations [11], [12]. 

Higher radix algorithms [13] have also been suggested as the solution for latency but it causes the increase in 

the size of the lookup table which stores the rotation angle and affects the scaling factor than the lower order 

radix algorithms.   

 

Angle Recoding (AR) Methods 

This method involves the breaking the primary rotation angle as the group of set of fundamental micro-

rotation angles in CORDIC iterations. This method is suitable for various applications such as processing of 

image signal and digital signal processing where the rotation of angle is the main task performed, such as in 

calculation of discrete Fourier and cosine transforms, etc. 
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Angle Recoding: In the previous CORDIC algorithms, the primary angle is represented as the combination 

of the set of n rotation angles that belong to the set as   *(        (   )     *    +   *        

 ++ where main rotation angle is given as   ∑ ,     
  (  )-   

   . In angle recoding technique, this 

limitation is removed by introducing zero to the range of combination which helps in obtaining the rotation 

angle using less number of iterations for term         (   ) using combination   *      +. Then the 

angle set for angle recoding techniques is represented as     *.        ( 
  )     *      +   

*         +}  Hu and Naganathan proposed the recoding of angle based  on greedy algorithm [14] given 

in table II. The backward recoding technique has also been proposed for vectoring mode [15].  

 

Table II 

Angle Recoding Algorithm 

Initialize:            for     (   ) and      

Repeat until |  |     
  (     ) do: 

1. Choose          (   ) such that 

||  |     
  (    )|     

    (   )
||  |     

  (   )| 

2.               
  (    )  where         (  ) 

 

Extended Angle Recoding: This method represents the angle set as      *.      (   
    

   
   )        *      +           *         +}   C.S. Wu proposed the technique of extended 

angle recoding which provides better efficiency and error free output. The coordinates for this angle 

recoding are given as  
        ,  ( ) 

   ( )    ( ) 
   ( )-   

        ,  ( ) 
   ( )    ( ) 

   ( )-  -----------------------------------(13) 

 

These are the pseudo-rotated vectors and these are to be scaled by the factor    ,   (  ( ) 
   ( )  

  ( ) 
   ( )) -   ⁄  to produce the rotated vector. The recoding of angle consists of the modification of 

micro-rotation angle and the scaling factor and these both can be implemented in the same framework as 

given in [16] and represented by following figure. 

 
 ̃     ̃  ,  ( ) 

   ( )    ( ) 
   ( )- ̃  

 ̃     ̃  ,  ( ) 
   ( )    ( ) 

   ( )- ̃ ------------------------.----------(14) 

 

where  ̃      and  ̃     ,       *      + and 

      *         +                                                  
 

 
Figure 3. Extended angle recoding based CORDIC framework. BS is barrel shifter and C indicates control 

signals. 
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Hybrid CORDIC: According to the conventional CORDIC method, rotation angle can be represented by 

the combination of the sequence of micro-rotation angles given by the arctangents. However, radix-2 

decomposition evaluates rotation angle as the combination of angles of the set *      *         ++  
where rotation angle is ∑ ,   

 -   
   ,    *   +  But in conventional CORDIC this technique is not used, 

instead arctangents are used as they minimize hardware complexity by using only shift and add operations. 

In the hybrid CORDIC, the basic idea is that the core angle is broken down as coarse and fine angles such 

that for fine values        
      when   ,  ⁄   -  and for coarse angle      

  , since          

    for large values of j. 

In angular decomposition, the angular set is represented as the combination of primary and secondary angles. 

The set is represented by        .     *(      ( 
  )    *         + and     *( 

     

*          + and value of k is very large such that             . Total rotation angle is given as  

       ------------------------------------------------------------(15) 

where    and    are coarse and fine angles. 

   ∑        ( 
  )

   

   

    *    + 

   ∑  

   

   

       *   + 

 

 
Figure 4.Architecture for as Hybrid CORDIC framework [5] 

 

The framework of hybrid CORDIC representing coarse and fine angles is represented in the figure 4. It 

includes two processors I and II, where processor I evaluates the ROM based look up table with addition 

operation in order to find angle of rotation and processor II evaluates the fine sub angles followed by shift 

and add operations. Formulation of fine rotation angles does not involve the depiction of direction of micro-

rotation thus reducing the hardware components used. The ROM based look up table for coarse phase 

implementation reduces the latency of the hybrid CORDIC. Some other techniques that implement the 

designing of two processors is suggested in [17] which provides high precision rotation angle and ROM size 

is about   
 
 ⁄        

The coarse and fine sub angles can also be evaluated using only shift and add operations without the use of 

look up tables [18,19]. In suggested paper work processor I performs the iterations similar to conventional 

CORDIC for one-third iterations and remaining process is performed by processor II. To reduce latency, the 

coarse-fine phase calculation have been use to generate sine and cosine angles [18]-[22] and also for 

rectangular to polar conversion [23], [24].  

 

Pipelined Architecture of CORDIC: For high-throughput evaluation of sine and cosine wave generation, 

pipelined structure is much suitable and it is also used for designing filters; for simple computation of 

discrete transforms and other digital signal processing applications. The pipelined CORDIC structure is 

shown in the figure 5. It consists of several stages of conventional CORDIC as the basic unit. 
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Figure 5. Pipelined architecture of CORDIC 

 

The parallel architecture consists of the shifters that are fixed at each stage and these can be reduced in 

parallel structure by hardwiring them with the adders. Thus the path delay of the pipelined structure depends 

on the add/subtract operations of each stage. If three adders are used in figure 7 then total delay depends on 

              where      is addition time,     is time for multiplexing and     is time for 2’s 

complement calculation. The multiplexing task can be eliminated as the sign of micro-rotation is 

predetermined for the known angles, thereby minimizing path delay. Thus the path delay totally depends on 

the time consumed by the addition operation. Pipelined CORDIC structures are used for filter designing; 

discrete transforms computations and various applications of signal processing for high throughput [26]–

[29]. 

 

APPLICATIONS OF CORDIC  

 

CORDIC architecture provides us with an ease to evaluate the variety of parameters in signal processing, 

communication, robotics and graphics. It provides framework that is used for rotation of a coordinates in 

circular, hyperbolic or linear coordinate systems. It is also used for generation of sine and cosine waveforms, 

arithmetic operations such as multiplication and division, and rotation of angle, geometric calculations, 

logarithms, exponentials and square root [30], [31], [32].  

 

Signal Processing and Image Processing Applications: CORDIC architecture has been used in various 

digital signal processing techniques such as sine and cosine wave generation, calculation of discrete 

transforms such as Hartley transforms [33],[34], [35], cosine transforms [36]-[40], Fourier transforms 

[41],[42], [43], [44], sine transform [45]-[48], and chirp transform [49]. CORDIC architecture has also 

played an important role in image processing schemes such as for spatial domain image rotation, Hough 

transform, contrast adjustment and logarithmic evaluation for line exposure [50], [51]. There are also some 

other suggested works in [52], [53], [54], [55]. 

 

Applications in Communication: CORDIC architecture is used for the construction of hardware module of 

communication system which can be used for different applications such as for generating the mixed signals 

performed by rotation mode of CORDIC and evaluating the angle and frequency parameters performed by 

vectoring mode of CORDIC. Various communication applications are described as follows. 
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Analog and Digital Modulation: Digital modulation is performed by using rotation mode in CORDIC as 

depicted in the figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6. A general structure of digital modulation based on CORDIC. I is in-phase signal and Q indicate 

quadrature signal. 

 

It generates the phase based on expression [(∑(     )    )  - for    is the carrier frequency,    is the 

message frequency and    is section of modulation phase. In order to design efficient modulation system, 

parameters such as   ,    and    must be carefully selected. Thus the system designed can be used for 

analog amplitude modulation, phase modulation and frequency modulation and digital modulations include 

amplitude shift keying, phase-shift keying, and frequency- shift keying modulators. 

 

Digital CORDIC Synthesizer: This synthesizer is used to produce the sinusoidal waves straightway in 

digital domain.  

 
Figure 7. CORDIC implementation of digital synthesizer. 

 

The digital synthesizer implemented using CORDIC framework has been depicted in the figure 7. The 

framework of DDS consists of phase generator whose output is given to phase to waveform converter [56]. 

The phase generator produces phase in accordance with the expression (∑  )    where     is the carrier 

frequency and then generated phase is sent to waveform converter. This synthesizer is designed using 

rotation mode CORDIC [57], [58], [59], [60]. 

 

Implementation of CORDIC in the field of Robotics and Graphics: CORDIC has formed an integral part 

in the area of robotics for rotation purpose as well as for detection of obstacles.  

 

Basic kinematics: Robot consists of various joints and links either for movement or prismatic motion. In 

order to provide freedom of motion in the 360° direction N joints are provided and these are attached with 

the processor in order to provide movement in particular direction. CORDIC processors processes the task 

by taking the input in the form of coordinates such that each joint is indicated by the coordinates (        ) 
where   *              +. The rotational and translational motion both are evaluated by summing up 

of coordinate values.  

Various robotic controls that uses CORDIC are suggested in [61], [62] and it serves as the heart of the 

device. CORDIC has also been used for obstacle avoidance and for determining the location of the dynamic 

objects as shown in [63], [64], [65]. Dynamic obstacle detection involves the multiple transformations of the 

coordinates. Thus CORDIC architecture can perform these tasks with only simple circuitry and using only 

shift and add operations.  

CORDIC has also helped in graphical interfaces such as it deals with the coordinate rotation, pixel rotation, 

contrast and interpolation of geometric components of graphic. 3D graphics that can be implemented using 

efficient framework has been simply represented using the CORDIC architecture in [66], [67]. For 

enhancing the great features of shading and contrast in graphics, vector interpolation is implemented using 

CORDIC [68], [69].  
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Comparison table of existing approaches using vector rotation for input width=16 

 

Table 1 

 Hardware 

required 

Full  Adder 

count 

Latency Latency(1     
    ) 

Direct 

implementation[1] 

4 

multiplier+3adders 

1072 17   +1     26    

Radix-4 CORDIC[11-

13] 

51 Adders 816 24   +1     33    

Angle recoding[14] 47 Adders 752 22   +1     31    

EEAS [15-16] 29 Adders 464 10   +1     19    

MSR-CORDIC[69] 21 Adders 336 7   +1     16    

TCORDIC[70] - 12956 - 16    

 

The latency (speed) of the existing approaches is compared in Table 1. In this table, FA denotes the Full 

Adder,     denotes the delay introduced by a single full adder, and      denotes the delay of Carry Select 

Adder (CSA). In comparison table, the Carry-Save Adder (CSA) scheme has been applied in all CORDIC 

architectures, and vector merges with carry select adder at the last stage are performed. It can be seen from 

the table that MSR CORDIC and TCORDIC show the least latency and have low hardware complexity in 

comparison to other algorithms. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The CORDIC algorithm has led to the tremendous emphasis in the areas of research, signal processing, 

graphic and wireless communication. It is specifically known for its supercomputing functionality. CORDIC 

algorithms were designed and evaluated for the purpose of solving the real time navigation hindrances. It 

provides unique solution set for evaluating trigonometric computations, waveform generation, used for 

multiplication, square root, division, analog and digital processing, robotics and graphic vector optimization. 

The importance of CORDIC architecture has led to the enhancement of its features by using parallel and 

pipelined implementation and also by reducing the number of iterations. It provides framework that is used 

for rotation of a vector in circular, hyperbolic or linear coordinate systems. It is also used for generation of 

sine and cosine waveforms, arithmetic operations such as multiplication and division, and rotation of angle, 

geometric calculations, logarithms, exponentials and square root. Moreover, CORDIC architecture provides 

us with an ease to evaluate the variety of parameters in signal processing, communication, robotics and 

graphics. The efficiency of the algorithm has been increased using the different approaches such as parallel 

and pipeline. Effect of latency that has been the major drawback is reduced using the higher order radix as 

well as angle recoding techniques. CORDIC architecture has also shown reduction in the hardware 

complexity with the implementation of the features of pipelining. CORDIC has shown an unexpected 

impulse in the field of medical and robotics that helps the people in daily navigation as well as help in 

keeping the head of the patient at particular position during operation. As CORDIC is implemented on field 

programmable gate array, it is very useful for high throughput and fast speed real time applications. With the 

improvement in latency and throughput of CORDIC architecture, this framework can be further enhanced 

for reducing hardware complexity and can be used in high speed applications which can be explored in near 

future.  
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